Why Viacom International Media Networks? Sure, you will have challenging tasks, responsibilities and
freedom for your ideas, just like in other companies – but the difference is in the details. At Viacom International Media
Networks you are not only bringing in your personal Know How, but also your individual passion. Since we all share a
love for great stories, we have gathered the best storytellers and committed ourselves to bringing the best possible
stories to our audience all across the world. In the pursuit of telling all the new stories as well as the loved classics, we
have grown to become the largest media network in the world. Become a part of us and work for our famous brands
like MTV, Comedy Central and Nickelodeon. You will have the opportunity to discover your true talent in an innovative
and passionate work environment that fits your lifestyle and fandom. We require versatile talents – whether you are a
newcomer or a professional – to help expand our content across all platforms from TV to Web. However your own story
might turn out, we are happy if you chose to share it with us!
For our Kids& Family Programming team in Berlin, Germany we are recruiting a

Freelancer TV Programming (f/m/d)
Just the right job for you:










Supporting Programming Managers in their day-to-day business
Update and maintenance of synchronization lists, monthly channel plans, rotation lists and time slots
Independently check logs for campaigns
Updating and maintaining availability lists and rollout plans for the Content Distribution Team
Creation of monthly highlight sheets with TX data and episode synopses
Creation of the Lower-thirds for Nick
Get to learn how to use the daily tools for the programming team and help with updates and maintenance
(e.g. WON planning/export, publication in CMS tools etc.).
Preparation and editing of data in Excel and Power Point
Bringing in your own ideas

That‘s why we want you:










Knowledge of social media and online platforms (such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube) is desirable
Great affinity and understanding for TV, online, social media and streaming services
Bachelor, Diploma or comparable degree
Experience with image and video editing programs is desirable
You have knowledge of the German and/or international children's television scene
Talent, creativity, initiative and brand affinity to respond to the fast moving linear and non-linear
marketplace
Power Point and Excel are very familiar to you and you have a good command of them
Fluent in English
Fluent in German is a desirable plus

Sounds just like you? Then this job will suit you perfectly. Send us your application and let us know your earliest
possible starting date via webpage http://smrtr.io/3jDfN

Questions? Send them to careers.gsa@vimn.com
Für weitere Informationen zu unserer Datenschutzerklärung im Recruiting schaue bitte hier: DEUTSCH
For more information regarding our data usage and recruitment privacy note please see this link: ENGLISH

